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1. Brief overview of technical results 

The AFOSR grant F49620-93-1-0220 was activated on March 1, 1993 with the project 

period of three years ending on February 29, 1996. The research of this principal investigator 
has been supported by AFOSR continuously for 17 years by now. During this period, under 
AFOSR support, the principal investigator authored or coauthored about 250 publications, 

among them about 10 book contributions, 80 regular journal papers, one patent, and 26 confer- 

ence proceedings papers; the rest are conference papers. 

Under the AFOSR grant F49620-93-1-0220, 60 new papers have been published by this 

principal investigator and his group, among them 19 papers in regular journals [1-19], 2 book 

contributions [20,21], 10 conference proceedings papers [22-31], and the rest are conference 

papers [32-60]. 

Most of the effects proposed under the AFOSR support are novel and have initiated new 
opportunities in the field. The work by this PI is highly credited by the research community in 
the field. Within the last five years, for example, his work was cited for about 400 times 
(according to "Science Citation Index ") by other researchers. He has been a member of pro- 
gram committees and a panel member of several technical conferences on nonlinear optics 

and quantum electronics, and an editorial board member of the "International Journal of Non- 

linear Optical Physics and Materials". 

Under AFOSR grant F49620-93-1-0220, a number of new results were obtained by this 
principal investigator and his group in the field of nonlinear optics and quantum electronics: 

i. Pioneering theoretical research on X-ray nonlinear optics, aimed to diversify coherent 
X-ray sources by means of nonlinear frequency transformations (mixing of X-ray and 

optical radiation, stimulated Raman scattering, etc.) 

ii. Theoretical research on phase-matching optimization of large-scale nonlinear frequency 
upconversion, with a potential to substantially improve the efficiency of this new source 

of short-wavelength coherent radiation. 

iii.        Theory of high-harmonic generation in super-dressed two-level atoms. 

iv. Theory of modulation-induced inhibition of dynamics and high-order frequency mixing in 

two-level atoms. 

v. Bright-bright 27t-Solitons in stimulated Raman scattering. 

vi. Pilot theoretical research on the subfemtosecond soliton formation and propagation, in 
particular, on subfemtosecond pulses in mode-locked 27t-solitons of the cascade 

stimulated Raman scattering, and the so called electromagnetic bubbles. 

vii. Experimental research on biological applications of nonlinear laser spectroscopy (two- 

photon induced fluorescence). 
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viii.      Other research: eigenmodes of X® wave-mixings and X-ray narrow-line transition radi- 

ation source based on low-energy electron beams traversing a multilayer nanostructure. 

2. Technical reports on specific projects 

2.i. Research on X-ray nonlinear optics 
[5,7,8,20,22,25,27,29,30,31,32,36,46,47] 

Recent years have witnessed a steady progress in X-ray laser (XRL) research: several 

XRLs near 200 % demonstrated saturation and high degree of spatial coherency, with the out- 

put of - 1 MW; the Y XRL at LLNL attained very high output of -40 MW\ mirrors and polarizers 

were developed; cavity operation and cascade X-ray amplification were tried; and some 

promising steps to table-top X-ray lasers were made. 

At the same time, XRL applications are still in the very early stages, being limited essen- 
tially to Y XRL interferometry of plasma for ICF research and a few experiments with X-ray 

microscopy. The relatively high cost of existing XRLs is not the main obstacle to their applica- 

tions, since even XRLs already developed could be much less expensive if realized on special- 

ized equipment, not to mention using them as national facilities. More important is that XRL 
applications to spectroscopy, microscopy, and technology would require large variety of 

sources, especially at high frequencies, and availability of tunable coherent X-rays. At longer 
wavelengths (IR, visible, UV), coherent radiation sources are diversified largely by nonlinear 
optical transformations. In X-ray domain, due to very limited number of XRLs with substantial 
output (out of = 50 reported X-ray laser lines less than 10 demonstrate high output), At the 
same time, the output power of some XRLs is comparable to the Q-switched output of optical 
lasers and seems to be high enough for efficient nonlinear transformations in highly-resonant 

nonlinear media. 

Using a theoretical base created by us under the previous AFORS grants, we have 

theoretically explored, under current AFOSR support, a. large variety of nonlinear frequency 
transformations with potentially high conversion efficiency [20,22,27,29,30,31,32,46,47]. We 
have also considered in detail X-ray stimulated Raman scattering in gases and vapors 
[5,7,8,25,36], which renders the first relatively efficient X-ray frequency transformation in non- 
ionized media ever proposed. Finally, we did a pilot research on the feasibility of multiphoton 
processes in X-ray domain, which could open a way to generating coherent radiation at very 

short (of a few \) wavelengths [30]. 
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2.i.l. Resonant frequency transformations of short-wavelength coherent radiation 
in plasma [20,22,27,29,30,31,32,46,47] 

Recently, a few theoretical papers on the feasibility of soft-X-ray laser frequency 

upconversion in plasma have been published by us and other researchers. In these papers, 

XRL frequency tripling, co = 3ct)x#z„ and near-doubling, cd=2(üXRL-a>opt have been considered. 
(Here (£>XRL and (£>opt are frequencies of an XRL and a longer-waveiength laser, respectively; 

since (oopt ^(üXRL, ®~2®XRL in tne ,atter process.) It has been shown, in particular [33], that 
conversion efficiency Ceff of the X-ray frequency near-doubling might in some cases be be 
comparable to the conversion efficiency in visible domain, due to good multiple-resonant condi- 

tions and th participation of very powerful longer-wavelength lasers. 

In this research, we have identified and estimated multiple-resonant plasma media for 

efficient frequency transformation of X-ray and an XUV laser radiation by a larger variety of 
four-wave mixing (FWM) processes. Our estimations show that high conversion efficiency is 
attainable with available short-wavelength output and contemporary plasma and X-ray optics 

technology. If realized experimentally, these nonlinear transformations may result in new X-ray 

coherent sources, including generation of coherent radiation at wavelengths as short as 22 % 

and in both "line-by-line" and continuously tunable X-ray lasing. 

In the course of our research we have considered generation of about 30 new soft-X-ray 
lines. In addition to XRL frequency near-doubling [5], the following frequency transformations 

are expected to be among the most efficient [22,32] (see Fig. 1): 

(i) Difference-frequency mixing (2) of Ge XRL 232.24 A and 236.26 A with either Nd or 

KrF laser radiation in Na-Iike Ar (Fig. 1a). Very high conversion efficiency is expected at both 
118.43 A (with Nd laser) and 122.91 A (with KrF laser) output wavelengths, due to excellent 

resonances. Note that the 122.91 A pulse would be as short as KrF laser pulses are, that is, 

possibly < 1 ps. In collaboration with Prof. M. H. Key of Rutherford Appleton Lab, UK, we have 

considered a proof-of-principle experiment on DFM of Ge XRL developed in the UK [27]. 

(ii) Frequency shift of Y29+ 155 A or Se24+ 206.38 A line by mixing with two optical lines 

(process co=cox/?L + Cöopf, -GVZ) (Fi9- 1b)- ln botn cases, the two optical lines are the funda- 

mental and the second harmonics of the same Nd laser. Efficiency of a few tens of percent is 
expected for conversion of both Y (152.73 % output) and Se (205.71 A output) lines. 

(iii) Cascades of highly-resonant difference-frequency mixing processes of X-ray and optical 

radiation. Such processes may provide a bridge between powerful Y, Se and Ge XRLs and the 
"water window" (radiation with wavelength between -43 A and -25 A believed to be the best 
for X-ray microscopy of living cells), with possible total photon conversion efficiency of a few 
percent. In one of the possible cascades (see Fig. 1c), mixing of two photons of Se XRL 209 A 
line with one Nd laser photon in K IX yields 107 A output. At the next step, mixing of two 107 A 
photons with another Nd laser photon in Ti XII yields 53.77 A radiation. Eventually, mixing of 

53.77a, 206 A, and Nd radiation in Zn XX produces 43 A output. 
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(iv) Tunable coherent X-rays can also be generated by difference-frequency mixing of 

coherent X-ray and optical radiation (see Fig. 1d). By mixing of the two Se XRL lines with the 
lowest harmonics of Nd or KrF lasers in K IX or Ca X, one may attain "line-by-line" tunability 

near 107%with high Ceff ( possible output at 105.24 A, 106.28%, 107.00%, 107.35%, 108.08 

%, 108.12 %, and 112.54 %). Continuous tunability can also be achieved by FWM, now with a 

tunable longer-wavelength laser, similarly to generation of tunable VUV radiation. In soft-X-ray 

domain, however, both two- and one-photon resonances are necessary for a reasonable 

conversion efficiency. C-like ions may provide suitable media for this process. Expected 

conversion efficiency is of order of 10"5 for MW X-ray pumping and GW optical pumping. 

2.i.2 Multiphoton processes in X-ray domain [30] 

Multiphoton interactions of optical lasers with gases and plasma such as multiphoton ioni- 

zation, which is now an important new area of atomic physics, or high-harmonic generation 
(HHG), a strong manifestation of nonperturbative nonlinear optics and an important new source 

of short-wavelength coherent radiation, have recently attracted much attention. We believe 
that parameters of existing X-ray lasers are already close to those required for observing simi- 
lar multiphoton effects at much shorter wavelength, with similar potential impact on physics of 
highly-ionized atoms and X-ray nonlinear optics. As usual, the easiest to observe are 

resonantly enhanced processes. For instance, multiphoton absorption (£>C5+XRL + 4 ©4673^ in 

Ne-like Mg (see Fig. 1 e) would be resonantly enhanced at each step so that very strong excita- 
tion and ionization of Mg2+ to F-like stage would take place even at modest C5+ XRL intensity. 
In the same media, strong multiphoton absorption is expected for Ge XRL + optical pumping. 

On the other hand, high-order harmonic generation is a non-resonant process, which 

requires high-intensity lasers even at longer wavelengths and, therefore, may seem to be 
totally out of reach for X-ray lasers. Yet, our estimates based on our two-level model of HHG 
[4,24,28,29] allowed us to suggest X-ray HHG at already available XRL output power (provided 
that a substantial improvement in the beam quality is attained in the experiment). Indeed, the 
most obvious manifestation of HHG is the presence of the "plateau": the intensities of gen- 

erated harmonics are approximately the same within a large range of harmonics numbers. Our 

model [4] approximates a rare gas atom in HHG by a two-level atom and yields for the critical 

intensity Icr, i. e. the pumping intensity necessary for the plateau formation: Icr~ \d\ /coo co, 
where co0 and \d\ are the transition frequency and the dipole moment of the model two-level 

system, respectively, and co is the frequency of the pumping laser. If one assumes that 
\d | -co51/2, then Icr scales as co3, provided the ratio of the pumping frequency co to the ioni- 
zation potential of the medium remains constant. In particular, it follows from the critical inten- 

sity being approximately equal to 2x1013 W/cm2 for HHG of an 616 nm laser in neutral argon 
[37] that the Y29+ XRL intensity of about 1.3x1018 W/cm2 might be enough to observe X-ray 

HHG in Ar-like Kr. Such intensity would be attainable with the available Y XRL power of 
-40 MW if it becomes possible to focus the beam to e. g. three times diffraction-limited spot of 
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-3A,. Moreover, a few times larger intensity might generate a fully developed plateau such that 

the 21st harmonic (7.4 %) would be as intense as the 5th harmonic. 

2.i.3 X-ray stimulated electronic Raman scattering in non-ionized gases [5,7,8,25,36] 

The vast majority of all the media proposed for X-ray resonant nonlinear optics have been 

plasmas. The feasibility of X-ray nonlinear effects in non-ionized materials, interesting theoreti- 

cally and important experimentally (since it is much easier to work with neutrals), depends on 

whether resonances to XRL lines exist in neutral atoms, and whether the processes of interest 

would have time to develop before the medium becomes totally ionized by intense X-rays. We 

proposed for the first time two schemes for observing a resonant X-ray nonlinear effect, stimu- 

lated electronic Raman scattering (SERS), in non-ionized media - He and Li vapor, and 

showed that very high conversion efficiencies may be achieved by operating in high pump 

energy regime in which total ionization of the media occurs in a time period much shorter than 
the pulse duration. We. have studied in detail the dynamics of the process and predicted 

soliton-like pulses and precursors at the Stokes frequency at the photoionization front of pump- 

ing X-ray radiation [7]. 

X-ray SERS could be observed only if resonantly enhanced by tuning the pumping fre- 

quency close to some transition from the initial Raman level. Since X-ray laser photon energy ( 
50-300 eV) is much larger than the binding energy of optical electrons in all the neutral atoms, 

we propose making use of so called core-exited atomic states. In particular, some double- 

exited levels of He and Li atoms are resonant to the powerful Se+24 20.9 nm X-ray laser. Two 
transition schemes were considered (see Fig. 2): (i) He: 1 1S -» 2s2p 1P -» 215 (the Stokes 
wavelength 32.2 nm), and (ii) Li: Jls22s-^[J\s(2s2p)JiP]2P-*1s23s2S (the Stokes wavelength 
22.3 nm). Our estimates of small-signal gain have shown that significant Stokes output 
requires pump intensity of the order of 1012 -~\0uW/cm2, which is readily available; it would, 
however, fully ionize a medium within a fraction of the Se XRL pulse duration. Thus, effective 
Stokes generation can take place only at the leading edge of the laser pulse, before the full 

ionization sets in. 

Fig. 3 depicts typical numerical solutions of Maxwell-Bloch equations for X-ray SERS in Li; 

normalized Stokes pulse energy flux is shown as a function of the cell length z for 

N=1018cm~3. One can see two distinct stages of this Raman process, the exponential growth 

and the saturation. In the exponential region the Stokes pulse width is constant and its peak 
coincides with the leading edge of the pump pulse whose velocity is limited by the photoioniza- 
tion to be smaller than c. In the saturation region, the Stokes pulse intensity is almost constant 
while the pulse width increases linearly with the distance z. An approximate analytical model 
developed by us, in particular, yielded an estimate of the optimal length of the Raman medium; 
e. g., for the attainable XRL pulse energy of 300 uJ, the optimal focusing for N = 1018 cm'3 is 
b=L = 5.65 cm, and the total exponential gain at the cell end is GL = 23, L being the length of 
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the medium. 

One of our major results is the finding that X-ray SERS can significantly inhibit the pho- 

toionization of the media and lead to formation of soliton-like pulses and precursors at the 

Stokes frequencies. Numerical solution for the intensities and populations for SERS in He (Fig. 

4) shows that the coherent SERS significantly inhibits the photoionization of neutral atoms by 

X-ray radiation. This inhibition is due to the fact that a significant portion of neutral atoms ends 

up being "parked" at the upper excited level, whose photoionization cross section is very small. 

As a result, "ionization-front stimulated Raman" (IFSR) soliton is formed: while the trailing 
edge of the Stokes pulse travels with the same velocity as the photoionization front, its leading 

edge travels much faster, with the velocity of light in the neutral media. The length of such an 

almost rectangular pulse increases linearly with the distance traveled in media [5]. Therefore, in 
the X-ray IFSR soliton we have a strong "Stokes precursor", arriving at the end of the cell 

significantly ahead of pumping, which can be used for measurements, and for "pilot warning" of 
the trailing photoionization front. For propagating distance of 10 cm in Li, pump intensity of 

1012 W/cm2 and N= 1018c/n-3 (- 0.1 atm at T=800K) the "warning time" is - 100ps. 

2.ii. Phase-matching optimization of large-scale 

nonlinear frequency upconversion in neutral and ionized gases [2,10,11,18,24,28,33,42,45,48] 

Bright, short-wavelength (k<W0Q%), coherent radiation would find numerous applica- 

tions in areas as different as cell biology and material science. High-harmonic generation 

(HHG), <dq=q co, of optical and UV lasers in gas jets has succeeded in generating harmonics 
of a Nd:YAG laser (X, - 1 Jim) at wavelength as short as 7.6 nm. The harmonic energy is, how- 
ever, severely limited by very low conversion efficiency (defined as the ratio of harmonic power 
to the incident power); as a result, noticeable output requires very high pumping energy. Such 
low efficiency (below 10~7 for the highest to date applied power) is to a large extent due to 
poor phase matching. If phase-matched, HHG of widely available short-pulse high-intensity 
lasers could become a convenient, in principle table-top source of coherent, easily tunable 

short-wavelength radiation. Current experimental conditions of HHG are, however, very far 
from optimal, phase-matching-wise: the strong positive'dispersion of even slightly ionized 

media requires, for the experimental design used, very loose focusing of the pumping beam, 
and, therefore, very high pumping energy. A similar problem has been successfully dealt with 
in third-harmonic generation (THG). Some approaches developed for THG and discussed 
recently in application to HHG, however, either would be of no help for very high-order harmon- 
ics, like using resonant refraction, or would yield phase matching factors many orders of magni- 

tude lower than optimal, like using semi-infinite media. 

In this research, we have proposed [2,10,11,18,24,28,33,42,45,48] two techniques that 

could improve radically the efficiency of large-scale nonlinear frequency upconversion: quasi- 

phase-matching of high-order harmonic generation in density-modulated media, and using 
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high-order difference-frequency mixing in plasma. The most important advantage of the pro- 

posed methods is that both techniques allow for optimal phase matching with tight focusing of 

pumping beams, which is detrimental for current approaches to frequency upconversion, with 

potential increase in conversion efficiency by several orders of magnitude. Optimal phase- 

matching conditions obtained by us in the perturbation limit are likely to hold for strong 

(stronger than atomic field) pumping fields as well [10,15,28]. 

2.Ü.I. Optimal quasi-phase-matching for high-order harmonic generation 
in gases and plasma [11,18,45,48] 

Recently, plasma density modulation has been proposed as a method to optimize phase 

matching for THG by relativists plasma electrons. This idea is essentially a ramification of the 

well known method of quasi-phase-matching (QPM) proposed first in 1962 and extensively stu- 
died in the following years - but almost exclusively for the second-harmonic generation in 

solids. This lack of interest in QPM in higher-order harmonic generation is, most likely, due to 

the existence of potentially much better and less cumbersome methods to optimize THG phase 
matching Many phase-matching techniques successful in THG are, however, of much less use 

for HHG, which makes QPM more attractive. 

In this research, we have theoretically demonstrated the feasibility and potentials of QPM 
optimization of HHG by a focused beam in plasma or a gas whose nonlinear succeptibility and 

refractive index are spatially modulated, in particular through the medium density modulation. 
In order to obtain analytic results, we rely on the perturbation-theory expressions for the 

phase-matching factor; our results remain valid beyond perturbation limits as well, if some gen- 
eral assumptions hold regarding nonlinear polarization induced by strong laser field (see 2.Ü.3). 

We assume that the medium density modulated along the beam propagation axes z in 

such a way that the refractive index can be written as n{u) = '\+n[J\+Acos{au)] 

=n0+nAcos{au), where u=2z/b, nQ = ~\+n is the ambient refractive index, n is proportional 

to the ambient medium density; and the nonlinear succeptibility responsible for the q\h har- 

monic generation, X(<?\ is spatially modulated as %{-q\u) = lty [1 +Acos(au)], a=nb/km, 
where Xm and A < 1 are the modulation wavelength and amplitude, respectively, %ffl is the 

ambient (unperturbed) nonlinear succeptibility. Then, if a beam is tightly focused (b <scL) to a 
small confocal parameter in a not too dense plasma, or in a neutral gas, then optimal modula- 
tion wavelength is XT ~=%b/{q-2). As an illustration, consider QPM for the 51st harmonic of 
a Ti:Sapph laser (X=0.8 [im), which is near the middle of the harmonic plateau in the recent 
HHG experiments, and assume & = 100)im. Then, k$" = 6.2u.m in plasma with 

iVe~1018 cm-3. 

An important advantage of QPM optimization is that it allows for tight focusing otherwise 

detrimental for HHG in rare gases and plasma. The incident intensity could then be easily 

increased by two orders of magnitude for the same pumping power by e. g. simply changing 
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the confocal parameter from - 1 mm used now, to readily attainable 100 \wi. Without a gen- 

eral theory of phase matching beyond perturbation limits, or at least numerical simulations for a 

particular laser and a medium, it is impossible to calculate accurately the resulting increase in 

harmonic intensity. It is commonly assumed, however, that the intensity of high-order harmon- 

ics is approximately proportional to the 12th power of the incident intensity. Moreover, even for 

the currently used incident intensity, QPM optimization may significantly increase HHG conver- 

sion efficiency. Our estimates show that with recently reported plasma density modulation 

done by irradiating a grating with a ruby laser (A =0.08, ?im=2-6u/n in a plasma with 

Ne ~ 1018 cm'3), QPM optimization might increase the harmonic intensity by a factor of =160 

for the same pumping intensity. 

2.Ü.2. Large-scale nonlinear frequency upconversion 
by high-order difference-frequency mixing [2,10,18,24,28,33,42,45,48] 

Even QPM, potentially the most promising method of HHG phase matching, would yield the 

phase-matching factor two orders of magnitude smaller than the factor attainable in media with 

negative dispersion. In other words, plasma remains an inherently hostile medium for har- 
monic generation, as far as phase matching is concerned. At the same time, substantial pres- 
ence of free electrons at high laser intensities is practically unavoidable; moreover, theoretical 
models and recent experimental results suggest that HHG in ions would yield substantial out- 
put at much shorter wavelength than HHG in neutral atoms. It would be, therefore, much more 
advantageous not to fight an uphill battle with plasma dispersion, but use it as an ally. The 
need in such an ally is obvious from the necessity to compensate for large geometrical 
mismatch by large dispersion. Plasma dispersion is large; unfortunately, for HHG its sign is 
"wrong" (see Fig. 5). What we have proposed is using for large-scale nonlinear upconversion, 
instead of HHG, another nonlinear effect, high-order difference-frequency mixing (HDM) in 

plasma. HDM is the process of generating coherent radiation at the frequency co, 
cü=ma>i -Zcö2, (m and I are integers, m »1) when laser beams with two substantially different 

frequencies a>i and CD2, interact in a nonlinear medium. We assume that co2 «:a>i and m > I, 
so that shorter wavelengths could be attained by HDM of,a given overall order (m+l). In this 
Section, we demonstrate that HDM presents much better potentials for large-scale nonlinear 

upconversion of the frequency CD-J than HHG, in that HDM allows optimal phase matching in 
ionized media. Indeed, in the absence of close resonances to both incident and generated 

radiation, M for HDM is determined by free-electron dispersion only and can be written for col- 
linear beams as AkHDM = reNem[k^ -{l/m)^]. Obviously, by choosing (or tuning) the second 
laser and/or changing plasma density and the confocal parameters, one can in principle adjust 

phase mismatch M to any sign and/or size of the optimal bAk. 

To transform these qualitative remarks into quantitative estimations of optimal media and 
laser parameters, we have generalized, to the mixings of arbitrary orders, the theory of phase 

matching developed in [48] for the third-order mixing. On the basis of derived by us analytical 
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Fig. 5   Comparison of phase matching conditions for HHG and HDM in plasma. 

Fig. 6   Examples of HDM phase matching factors. 
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expressions for phase-matching factor that determines the HDM output for tightly focused col- 

linear beams in homogeneous plasma, we have obtained an analytical approximation of 

optimal HDM phase matching conditions, (6M)opr = -2(m-/-1). Phase matching of a particu- 

lar HDM process can be optimized as follows. For given m,l, one calculates {bAk)opt. Substi- 

tuting the result into the expression for AkHDM, one obtains the relation between the confocal 
parameter and electron density required for optimal phase matching. Moreover, with phase- 

matching curves being quite broad (see Fig. 6), any given combination of Ne and b provides 

almost optimal phase matching not just for one but for a number of m,l sets. 

A proof-of-principle experiment on HDM could utilize the fundamental and a harmonic of 

the same laser. To illustrate the numbers involved, let us consider HDM of the fourth 
(^ =0.266 \un) and the fundamental (X2 = 1.064 jim) harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser, with 

equal confocal parameters of 1 mm. Then, e. g., HDM with / = 5, m = 18 (A,= 14.9 nm) will be 

optimally phase matched in plasma with Ne = 9x1018 cm'3. For /=12, m=43 (?i=7.8 nm), the 
optimal plasma density is =1.6x1019 cm~3. A more promising, and more difficult, could be 

HDM of a harmonic and a Stokes wave of the same laser. 

2.Ü.3 Phase-matching optima beyond perturbation limit [10,18,28,45] 

Our conclusions on the feasibility and usefulness of HDM and QPM are based on phase- 
matching optima conditions, which in turn rely eventually on the perturbation-theory analytical 
expression for the induced polarization as a function of pumping fields. It is not clear, there- 
fore, whether these conditions hold beyond perturbation approximation. Unfortunately, the 
exact dependence of the induced harmonic polarization on strong pumping fields remains 
unknown. Moreover, while numerous models of the atomic response in strong-field HHG have 

appeared in recent years, no model calculations of the dipole moment induced by strong bihar- 
monic pumping, have been published yet. It may seem, therefore, that there is no way of 

knowing to what extent, if any, phase-matching optimization conditions developed by us are 

applicable beyond perturbation limit. We have theoretically demonstrated, however, that the 
optimal phase-matching conditions for both HHG and HDM do not depend , to a large extent, 
on a particular form of the induced dipole moment, as long as some quite general assumptions 
are valid [10,15,30]. As a result, we expect the conditions for phase-matching optimization to 

remain largely intact in strong pumping fields. 

For multiwave mixing of lowest-order Gaussian beams with the amplitudes E\,E2 which 
propagate along z-axis and focused at z = 0 with the same confocal parameters, we assume 
that the Fourier component of the induced nonlinear polarization responsible for high-order 

difference-frequency mixing of strong fields is: Pmj = P_p(E-\, E2)exp{-i§), Po=Po- The 

space-dependent amplitude PQ which is a real quantity [E^{R,u)]m[E2{R,u)]1 for weak fields, 

is still real in Eq. (45); and the space-dependent phase of the induced dipole moment is the 
same, §, for both weak and strong fields. We do not, however, presume any particular expres- 
sion for the amplitude P0] in fact, our consideration does not require such an expression. 
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Instead, it is enough for our conclusions that P0 \s a positive, monotonic, rapidly increasing 

function of E-\, £2- A physical ground for such an assumption is the fact that the intensity of 
high-order harmonics rapidly increases, on average, with the intensity of the pumping. 

Using this model, we have shown that the optimal phase-matching conditions estimated 

within the perturbation-theory limits, would present a quite accurate approximation for nonper- 

turbative HDM as well. 

2.iii. Super-dressed two-level atom: 
very high harmonic generation and multi-resonances [4,21,23,26,27,35,37,39-41,43,44] 

Very high-order odd harmonic generation (HHG) by intense optical laser radiation in rare 
gasses and some ions discovered recently drasticly deviates from the perturbation theory pred- 
ictions by forming a so-called "plateau". The major features of HHG, in particular the plateau, 
result mainly from general properties of atomic nonlinear response. The direct numerical simu- 
lation of the Schwdinger equations for many-electron atoms using Hartry-Slater approximation 
requires tremendous amount of calculations and involves many processes, making it difficult to 
gain simple insights. Some simplified models, while reproducing some features of HHG, failed 
to generate simple results or to relate to experiments. We found that a two-level model 
[4,21,24,28,28] that not only reproduces experimentally observed plateau, but also allows us to 
evaluate its characteristics in explicit analytic form and predict new dramatic effects. 

Rare gasses and rare-gas-like ions in which HHG has been observed so far, may not be 
inconsistent with two-level description as far as HHG is concerned. The energy E\ of the first 
excited level of a rare-gas atom is fairly large {R =E-\/h(o^> 1) and very close to the ionization 
limit Eton, so that AE==Eion -£1 «£,-0„, and AE -fun where co is the driving frequency. Thus, 
virtually all the higher harmonics may "see" a cluster of atomic levels between E<\ and Eion as 
a single level (with effective parameters determined by all the contributing levels, with a strong 

dominance of the first excited level). 

Starting from density-matrix equations for a two-level atom with relaxation, we generated 
typical plateau-like HHG spectra. We obtained also very simple analytic formulas which relate 
all characteristic of HHG to the energy of the first excited level, £1 =too (rather than to Eion, 

which they are usually attributed to) and to the energy of interaction, fiQ.R =dE, where QR is 
Rabi frequency, ~2 is a dipole moment, and £ is the driving field. These formulas are consistent 
with the available experimental data. In particular (i) the cutoff frequency of the plateau is 
determined as v=Ncut/R « (1 +4u.2)1/2 , which allows for comparison of different atoms driven 
by different lasers; here Ncut is cutoff harmonic number of the plateau, i?=co0/a>, and 
u,=Qfl/a>. Fig. 7a shows a theoretical straight line in the space of parameters v2 and 
| E |2 °= u.2, and available experimental points for Xe. (ii) The critical u, required for the plateau 
to appear at all, is evaluated for R »1 as ufr« VR , or (QÄ)2r = co0 co . Writing \iz = ß-J, where 
/ is the driving intensity in 1013WVcm2 and ß = 0.47 is coefficient found by us from the plot in 
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/ is the driving intensity in 1013W/cm2 and ß = 0.47 is coefficient found by us from the plot in 

Fig. 7a, we evaluate critical intensity for Xe as 5.5x 1012W/cm2 which compares well with the 

experiment, 5.0x1012W/cm2. (iii) The onset of saturation (as u. increases) occurs at dif- 

ferent intensities for each individual harmonic N: \isat(N)=N/2R, or {Q.R)sat~NoV2.. Using 

again ß = 0.47, we were able to closely fit, Fig. 7b, experimental and theoretical data on N-th 

harmonic intensity (for N=M, 19,21) vs driving intensity (the theoretical curves 1-3 

correspond to averaged polarization.) We found that similarly good fit could be attained for 

harmonics 15 through 9, by reducing ß1/2« d by factor of 1.2 to 1.5. A significant feature of 

HHG found by us and consistent with other models is intensity-induced resonances in HHG 

(Fig. 7b, curve 1b for long driving pulses, linewidth =10"2.) Very pronounced and almost 
periodical with the amplitude u. are also multi-resonances in the population difference (Fig. 7c). 

Using the Floquet theory and numeric simulations, we found that all these resonances coincide 

with the extrema of intensity-induced "super-Rabi" frequencies of the "super-dressed" two-level 

atom. In the limit u,»1 the spacing between any two adjacent resonances is A|i = rc/2i?, or 
A(Q/e) = 7tov2. These resonances may be observed using time-resolved spectroscopy with 

longer driving pulses. Aside from a possible HHG mechanism in rare-gas atoms or ions by opt- 

ical lasers, our results suggest that HHG may also be produced in other media and frequency 
domains, e. g. by microwave sources (e. g. gyrotrons) in electron gas or plasma in magnetic dc 

field, or by IR-lasers (e. g. CO and CO2 lasers) in gasses or even semiconductors. 

2.iv. Modulation-Induced Inhibition of Dynamics and High Order Frequency Mixing 

in a Periodically Driven Two-level Atomic System [13,53,56] 

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) of three-level atoms in a strong laser 
pulse is attracting a growing interest motivated by e. g. such applications as enhancement of 
nonlinear susceptibility and nonlinear frequency transformation. Its successful exploration pro- 
vides stimulating background for the search for other field-induced transparency effects. We 

demonstrated the feasibility of a modulation-induced inhibition of dynamics (MID), self- 
transparency and very high order frequency mixing (HFM) in two-level system (TLS) subjected 

to a periodically modulated laser field. In contrast to self-induced transparency (SIT) in 2% soli- 

tons characterized by the dramatic dynamics of population, in MID the TLS dynamics (i. e. the 
oscillations of both the population and polarization) is almost fully suppressed. For a sinusoidal 

modulation, the conditions for MID coincide with those for the resonances occurring if the fre- 

quency of modulation, Q.M, is close to a subharmonic of the averaged Rabi frequency, Q.R. It 
has also been shown [4] that similar resonances in TLS may occur even when the system is 
driven by a cw (nonmodulated!) field strong enough to "super-dress" TLS by having Q.R 

exceeded the TLS unperturbed frequency, co0. We showed that at these resonances, in addi- 
tion to the suppressed population difference, 8, the TLS driven polarization, p, vanishes too, 

resulting, together with vanishing 8, in the collapse of "Rabi sphere". Even as the spectral 
components of the driving field are strongly off the resonance, the field-induced Rabi-splitting 
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brings TLS at the MID points into exact resonance with the field. MID results in a self- 

transparency for the entire spectrum of the incident field (which could be very broad), allowing 

its propagation without dispersion suppressed now over the spectrum. 

In a relaxationless TLS, if its dynamics is characterized "globally" by a Rabi sphere radius, 
CR, with C\ = S2 +p2, one finds that CR is a (so called Casimir) invariant (= 1) independent of 
the driving field. However, in the modulation-driven TLS with relaxation (even when it is 

asymptotically vanishing), the radius CR, although remaining constant in time, can be less then 
unity even outside of MID resonances (Fig. 8a). This inhibition is dominated by the population 

difference, 5, averaged over the modulation period. For the so called full modulation, we found 

that C\ = 8 = cos®, where O is a Rabi phase. This result is valid for any periodic modulation. 

The MID resonances occur only at certain ratios M = (Q.R)max/Q.M (usually around 
M ~ nn, where n is an integer). However, even more intersting effects occur outside of these 

resonances, where the periodic modulation induces dramatic TLS dynamics that can give rise 
to HFM. We found a parallel between HFM and recently discovered high harmonic generation 

(HHG) by very intense optical fields in rare gasses, whereby, beginning at some harmonic 
order, the harmonics have the same order of amplitude up to some cutoff frequency, forming a 

spectral plateau followed by a rapid fall-off (see Fig. 8b). One of the simplest pertinent models 
of HHG is an overdriven TLS allowing an analytical solution [4] for the cutoff. We showed that 

a TLS-generated HFM spectrum, a>„ = co + (2n + 1) QM, n = 0, 1,2, 3,..., features a similar 

plateau, with a cutoff point, Qcut/nM = ^4 + M2, similarly to [4]. Unlike HHG, during the pro- 
pagation, HFM demonstrates large conversion efficiency, with the fundamental components 
almost vanishing at some points and their energy transversed into higher spectral components. 
This process gives rise to a train of soliton-like pulses, with the energy redistributed to produce 

short spikes of high peak intensity, with the individual length of each XM~K/ (£4M4 + MZ )• 
(If XQ = 1|iw, QM/o>o = 1.5%, and M -10, xM = 100/y.) Our computer simulations (Fig. 8c) 
show the universal effect of the full revival of the field envelope and its spectrum after certain 

propagation distances determined by the boundary conditions. HFM can be used for coherent 
generation of new frequencies (e. g. for nonlinear spectroscopy) and of short pulses of high 
intensity. The MID and HFM effects can be observed in a configuration similar to SIT (using 
now a continuously modulated wave instead of a short pulse), or subharmonic resonance 

experiments (using now long propagation path and observing the field transformation). 

2.v. Bright-bright 27C-Solitons in Stimulated Raman Scattering [6] 

It is well known that the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) may result in formation of 

peculiar solitons which combine a so called bright (regular) soliton at the pump (laser) fre- 
quency and a so called dark soliton (a deep minimum in the intensity profile), at the Stokes fre- 
quency. Following experimental observations, most of the theoretical work neglected the 

change of populations at the Raman quantum transition.   If the population at the Raman 
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transition is an essential part of the pulse dynamics (and if there is a nonvanishing dispersion), 

it may result in 27c-pulses to the extent similar to self-induced-transparency solitons, consisting 

in the case of only two components, of bright solitons at the pump and Stokes components, 

both having a surprisingly simple, Lorentzian envelope. Theoretically discovered a long while 
ago, these solitons have not been observed experimentally, which may be attributed to their 

threshold nature which imposes some limitations on the pulse frequency and length for the 

most of the materials traditionally used for SRS. We have proposed [6] conditions for experi- 

mental excitation of these solitons and develop the theory for the case of three components (e. 
g. laser+Stokes+anti-Stokes or laser+Stokes+2nd Stokes) [63] which may broaden possibili- 

ties of exploration of new solitons. 

The major characteristic of the bright-bright SRS soliton is that it is a "threshold' soliton: 

its parameters (the duration, x, photon flux, O, and the total number of photons, Ps, must 

satisfy threshold conditions, % < xcr, O0 > 3>cr, and ?£ > Pcr, where the respective threshold 

(critical) values for the two-component soliton are: xcr = ?>SL/\wSL\ ; <£cr = 4nNa/5SL; and 
Pcr = 2%Na/\ wSL |; here, bSL and wSL are related to the media dispersion and Raman polariza- 

bilities. These conditions, which impose some limitations on the parameters of both a medium 
and a driving field, in particular, on the soliton duration has never, to the best of our knowledge, 
been addressed in the literature. Our estimates show that for the most of the typical SRS 
media, %cr may be as short as a few femtoseconds, which might be one of the reasons the 

bright-bright soliton has not been observed yet. Thus the major requirement is the selection of 
material and laser frequency. A natural choice is electronic SRS in alkali metal vapors, e. g., 
Cs vapor, with its high (up to 50%) conversion efficiency. For the lasers XL =420 - 530 nm, one 
can show that resonant enchancement is necessary for the feasibility of the bright-bright soli- 
tons. Such enchancement might be provided by tuning the pumping laser in such a way that 
the Stokes radiation is resonant to a Cs 6p-5d transition, and using another laser to slightly 
populate 6/7 level. Our estimates show that all the threshold conditions would be fulfilled if an 

additional, 852.34 nm, laser populated Cs 6/73,2 level; this would also provide the control of the 

soliton. Another^ interesting opportunity could be presented by optical fibers, where, due to 

larger dispersion, the limitations on the soliton length could be relaxed. 

2.vi. Non-oscillating high-intensity subfemtosecond solitons [9,14,17,19,49,50,52,54,55,57,60] 

We proposed, and began pilot research on, two ways of generating high-intensity subfem- 

tosecond (down to ~10~16 s) pulses and solitons of very high intensity (up tp - 1016 W/cm2) 
and very high repetition rate. This newly originated research was planned by us to be contin- 

ued on full-scale under our new AFOSR grant; our current research is proceeding according 

these plans. 

Within the last 10 years, the physics and technology of EM-radiation witnessed a few fas- 

cinating discoveries, inventions, and developments that bear a promise for a tremendous 
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expansion of the field in the near future. The barriers that seemed unsurmountable until very 

recently, have been broken following pioneering work of several research groups. We believe 

that the time has come to push the envelope in yet another direction. Our newly initiated 

research is focused on the possible physical phenomena in nonlinear optics, which would allow 

one to generate super-short EM pulses, with duration from 10 fs down to 0.1 fs, or 100 

attosecond, of very high intensity up to 1014-1016 W/cm2, and with no carrier oscillations 

(unipolar, or nonoscillatory, pulses). Each individual pulse of such a nature, ideally, is just a 
singular burst of EM field, which can be described as a "half-cycle" pulse. The soliton form of 
such a pulse is called by us an "Electromagnetic bubble" (EMB). An EMB would have a con- 
tinuous power spectrum ranging from zero frequency to the highest (cutoff) frequency of the 

pulse, cocuf ~2.6/t, where x is the pulse duration (evaluated at the half-intensity), such that e. 

g. for x=0.2fs, the cutoff wavelength, Xcut = 2%c/®cut-2Ac%, is Xcut~UAQ% , i. e. in the far 

ultra-violet. It would be seen by a human eye as an extremely short and powerful burst of white 

tight, to a great extent similar to that originated by an atomic explosion. Even a 1 fs long pulse 
will have a cutoff wavelength ~7200a , with its spectrum still covering the entire infrared, mil- 

limeter, microwave, andrf domains. 

These super-short and intense unipolar pulses might be of great interest for the host of 
applications. They can be used for a "global" spectroscopic technique based on a shock-like 

excitation across the entire atomic spectrum (to the extent similar to passing atoms through a 

foil), including the normally prohibited transitions. The ionization by a pulse shorter than the 
orbital period may bridge a gap between conventional photoionization and collisional ionization 

by a particle; it can also provide an exciting opportunity to pick up an electron at a certain point 
of its orbit, provided its phase has been prepared before the event. Time-domain spectroscopy 
of dielectrics and semiconductors with these pulses may expand this method from presently 
available THz domain to optical frequencies. The need in such pulses is obvious in time- 
resolved spectroscopy of transient chemical processes occurring on a femtosecond time scale, 
e. g. dissociation and autoionization, and especially for quantum control of chemical transfor- 
mations. The train of subfemtosecond pulses with very high repetition rate (- 100 THz, or with 
the spacing - 10 fs), which, as proposed here, can be obtained using cascade stimulated 
Raman scattering, can be used for very high speed strobbscopy by making series of snap-shot 
atomic motion in a molecule (e. g. during its dissociation), similar to stroboscopic images of a 

flying bullet. 

Applications of EMB can be envisioned for the defense technologies. They can be used 
for the super-broad bandwidth EM-jamming system, and as a radiation source rendering blind 
infrared night-vision devices on the ground, or infrared homing devices of heat-seeking anti- 

aircraft missiles and rockets. 

Different materials will have different transparency for new pulses, which can facilitate a 

great number of possible applications, based on the use of EMBs, emulating the functions of 
X-rays.   They can be used for monitoring processing of high-density computer chips, for 
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screening food products at the food-processing facilities, luggage in the airports, concealed 

(even nonmetallic, using contrast between plastic and human tissues) weapons, etc. 

2.vi.l. Subfemtosecond pulses in mode-locked 2rc-solitons of 
the cascade stimulated Raman scattering [9,17,19,49,50,52,54,55,60] 

One approach of attaining sub-fs pulses is based on multi-frequency cascade Raman 

stimulated scattering (CSRS). We predicted that pump laser wave with the frequency coL and 
many cascade-excited Stocks and anti-Stocks component with their frequencies 

ro = fQL +;'co0, j = + 1, +2, +3..., can be mode-locked to each other through a fast "full- 

swing" 2rc-nutation of population at the Raman transition with the frequency co0 «: (oL. Simi- 
larly to "bright-bright" 27c-solitons in CSRS with two and three [6] components, these solitons 

have a new, very simple, Lorentzian intensity profile. Due to the engagement of many mode- 
locked components, however, their total EM field in the time domain consists of the train of 
ultra-short, of the order of the pump cycle, 2K/(üL, or even shorter, pulses separated by the 

interval 27i/co0. The major feature of the proposed effect is that all the frequency components 
of the new soliton are so called bright solitons, in contrast to the well known bright+dark soliton 
combination in SRS. The high-order CSRS required to observe the proposed effect has been 
observed experimentally in many experiments, with the total number of components up to -10- 

15. 

In order to attain SFP generation, the main problem to be solved is to "lineup" the multiple 

CSRS components, i. e. to phase-lock them and force them to propagate with the same group 
velocity to overcome walk-off effect. The super-short pulses considered here are the result of 

coherent interference of all the participating CSRS components, which have to be present in 
the same space/time area over sufficiently long interaction path. Without a "component- 
locking", the walk-off effect might disallow the pulse formation, since the group velocities of dif- 

ferent CSRS components over such a large spectral stretch can be substantially different. We 

predicted that in. general case of multi-CSRS [9], as well as for simpler 2- and 3-component 
SRS [6], this problem can be solved by formation of multi-component solitons, whereby all the 

Raman components are mode-locked within a 2% soliton reminiscent of the self-induced tran- 
sparency (SIT) solitons and related to the quantum dynamics at the Raman transition. One of 
the results of the mode-locking is that all of these soliton components propagate with the same 
group velocity (although their linear group velocities are different), have the same amplitude 
shape, and fully overlap in time and space. The coherent interference of many (instead of two 
or three) participating mode-locked frequency components gives rise to the train of SFPs 
(spaced by 27T/OO0) with their length being ~27c/a>OTX (where co^ is the highest anti-Stokes 
component frequency), i. e. much shorter than the pump cycle, 2n/(i)L. This effect, in which 

the 27C-soliton plays a role of traveling shatter, can, to the extent, be related to mode-locked 

laser pulses formed by the coherent interference of many modes. 
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2.vi.2. "Electromagnetic Bubbles" [14,17,60] 

Another process capable of producing very short, potentially subfemtosecond pulses, is 

the soliton formation in gases. We showed that atomic gases can support solitary pulses of a 

unipolar, nonoscillating electromagnetic field ("EM-bubbles") with the amplitude of up to the 

atomic field (-109 V/cm), with their length from -10"9 s to -10~16 s. EM-bubbles propagate 

without dispersion and are insensitive to the change of gas density. Using computer simula- 

tion, we showed that EM bubbles can be formed out of unipolar pulses that are already avail- 

able experimentally (or are within the reach of existing techniques), propagating in dense Xe. 

Atomic gasses can also support an EM shock wave forming a precursor of a cw ionizing field. 

To demonstrate the main idea, we considered general Maxwell + Bloch (or classical con- 

stitutive) equations for this problem, and discussed their general stationary (solitary) wave solu- 
tion, in particular, solitons -- EM-bubbles. We showed that these pulses may propagate 

without dispersion and are stable and insensitive to the change of gas density. We showed 
that atomic gasses can also support an EM shock wave which is a precursor of a cw ionizing 
field. We proposed a few directions of research to further explore these solitons and their pos- 

sible applications. 

All the experimentally observed time-domain solitons in nonlinear optics are so called 

envelope solitons, i. e. quasi-harmonic oscillations modulated by an envelope much longer 
than a single cycle of the carrier wave, with their spectral width substantially smaller than their 
carrier frequency. Many applications, however, in particular the study of atomic physics by 
means of photoionization, call for short and intense EM-pulses of nonoscillating nature, with 
their spectrum spread from zero to some cutoff frequency. Especially significant are nonoscil- 

lating solitary waves able to propagate over substantial distances with unchanged shape and 

length. 

We showed that such solitons are not only feasible (and some of them - with much lower 

incident intensities), but also a natural process for many nonlinear system, both quantum and 
classical. Their length may range from a small fraction of the cycle length of the resonance 

that supports them, to much longer than that cycle, depending on their intensity. We call them 
EM-bubbles (EMB) to stress their non-envelope nature. We showed that with the light intensi- 

ties available now, these EMBs can be as short as 10~16 s. We demonstrated that the pho- 
toionization imposes an upper limit on the EMB amplitude and a lower limit on its length; after 
an EMB reaches its shortest length at some peak amplitude, the further increase of the ampli- 
tude results in EMB broadening. At some threshold amplitude, the EMB degenerates into a 

shock wave of ionization. 
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2.vii. Two-photon induced fluorescence of biological markers using optical fibers [15] 

Stimulated by our interaction and collaboration with the Johns Hopkins University School 
of Medicine, we began a bio-nonlinear optics research, choosing multiphoton processes as a 
promising direction. The use of fluorescent dyes which can be attached to specific cellular 
components, as biological markers, has become a well-established biomedical technique in 
recent years. When optically stimulated, these dyes emit a characteristic fluorescence, ena- 

bling the structure and organization of the sample to be studied and visualized by means of 
fluorescence spectroscopy and confocal microscopy. Typical dyes used in biological studies 

absorb and emit visible or UV light. UV light, however, is strongly absorbed within a thin layer 
near the surface of the sample. This, and other problems with UV pumping, including the lack 
of inexpensive UV laser sources, photobleaching of the dye molecules, and the anticipated 
photodamage of living cells, be overcome a technique that employs two-photon absorption in 
the dye, two-photon induced fluorescence (TPIF). TPIF, however, encounters its own prob- 
lems, the most obvious being its apparent inability to probe the inhomogeneous media widely 
present in biological research. Such media severely scatter incident laser light, thus preventing 
the tight focusing needed to observe TPIF, and seemingly limiting TPIF applications to investi- 
gating layers near the surface. We believe that this shortcoming can be compensated for by 
using optical fibers to deliver the pump light into the inhomogeneous medium and to extract the 
TPIF signal. We have done preliminary experiments [15] on TPIF with fibers delivering pump 
radiation into some dye solutions. Our first experimental results have shown feasibility of the 

effect. We plan to continue with the experiments. 

2.viii. Other research 

2.VÜL1. Eigenmodes of X(2) wave-mixings: cross-induced 2-nd order nonlinear refraction [1] 

Second-order nonlinear interactions are some of the most basic, best known and widely 

used processes in nonlinear optics. They can be viewed as a three-wave mixing, whereby 
waves at only three interacting frequencies (co-| +co2=cÖ3) are phase-matched. In general 
case, these interactions presume energy exchange between ail of three waves. It is known 
also that there are special regimes of three-wave mixing (which could be regarded nonlinear 
eigenmodes) whereby there is no energy exchange between any of those three waves; these 
no-interaction-modes are usually of no interest to frequency transformation or amplification 
applications. We show [1], however, that the interaction between the three waves in these 
eigenmodes is still manifested by linear (with respect to the distance of propagation) phase 
change in each of the waves as they propagate. For these X(2) eigenmodes to occur, a certain 
relationship should be pre-arranged between all three intensities (as well as phases) of the 
waves. Peculiar phase property of these eigenmodes is essentially equivalent to the 
amplitude-dependent and phase-sensitive change of phase velocity of each of the waves (with 
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their intensities unchanged) as they propagate. This property makes the X(2) eigenmodes 

ideal candidates for X(2) cross-induced nonlinear refraction, i. e. amplitude-dependent phase 
velocity, emulating the third-order nonlinear refractive index, in particular, in the "cascade" 
second-harmonic generation (SHG). The eigenmodes constitute the only 2-nd order nonlinear 

process with the unchanging amplitude, and with the phase changing linearly with the distance 

of propagation, and thus are the only true example of "X(2) nonlinear refraction". 

Compared to the modes in which only SHG was utilized, the eigenmodes offer broader 

opportunities involving in general case three waves with more independently controllable 

parameters. Using the well known coupled equations for the spatial dynamics of the waves in 

three-wave mixing, we found that the condition on the intensities Ij=I{(Hj) of all three field for 

the eigenmode to exist, is +aV*ihh(<Mh + <*>2^2-0)3^3) + cAk = 0 where a«X(2) is 
coefficient of nonlinearity, and Ak is the phase mismatch. In such a case, the rate of spatial 

change of phases at each frequency coy, i. e. "nonlinear refraction" at co;-, is 

ß,- =-^aJcoj^l\l2l3/Ij, y = 1,2,3 and k0j are respective vacuum wave numbers for each fre- 
quency. To maintain the eigenmode, the "combined" phase O of the interaction must be equal 

to 0 or %. >From the nonlinear refraction point of view, the X(2) eigenmodes have a very pecu- 

liar property distinguishing them from X(3) nonlinear refractivity: the nonlinear changes of 

phase velocity (i. e. ßy), can be either positive or negative for the same intensities of all of the 

three waves, depending of the phase, $, at the boundary of incidence. Our calculations also 
showed that all these eigenmodes are spatially stable. Thus, cross-induced 2-nd order non- 

linear refraction can be used for amplitude-phase and phase-phase nonlinear control in X( 

materials combining advantages of relatively large X(2) nonlinearity with emulated nonlinear 

refractivity of X(3) materials. 

2.viii.2. X-ray narrow-line transition radiation source based on low-energy 

electron beams traversing a multilayer nanostructure [16] 

Some time ago, this PI suggested that soft-X-ray resonant transition radiation can be gen- 
erated by relatively low-energy electrons if they traverse a periodic multilayered solid-state 

structures (nanostructures) with layers thinner than -50-100 wn. In this research, he has 
returned to the subject [16], in view of recent developments in the fabrication of nanostruc- 

tures, electron beam techniques, and new opportunities for applications. 

In the previous work, resonant TR was treated without taking photoabsorption and elec- 

tron scattering into consideration. In solids, however, too slow electrons (E0 < 50-100 keV) 
may be ineffective because of electron scattering. Now we show [18] that, fortunately, a 

moderate increase in the electron energy above this level will render the loss of electrons 
insignificant. After taking both photoabsorption and electron scattering into consideration, we 
obtain the optimal range of electron energy (105 — 106 eV for soft X-rays with photon energy 

of to- 0.1 -1 keV), the optimal total thickness of the structure, and maximal radiation for each 
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given frequency co, Tables 1 and 2. 

Radiator 

Ba 

Ce 

Eu 

Ge 

16.90 (0.780 keV) 

14.04 (0.883 keV) 

11.00 (1.127 keV) 

10.19 (1.217 keV) 

/, 
1329 

Loptbwt) 
13.8 

lira 
3.37x10-6 

T\BR 

4.75x10-9 

1269 7.2 1.80x10-6 4.17x1 cr9 

979 11.3 7.72x10~7 4.50x1 (T9 

988 10.2 1.33x1CT6 2.24x10~9 

Table I. The optimal spatial period lopt, radiation efficiency of TR r\TR and of Bremsstrahlung 
T\BR, and optimal total length Lopt for nanostructures made of Be/Ge, Be/Ce, Be/Ba, or Be/Eu 
at the TR peaks related to an absorption edge of the heavier element in each combination (the 

L edge for Ge, and M edges - for the Ba, Ce, and Eu). EQ=4.5 MeV, the emission angle 

0! =0.573°. 

Radiator *.<*) loptfr) Loptd^n)         T\TR               ^BR 

Ba 16.90 (0.780 keV) 1396 9.07   2.21 x10~6    3.19x10-9 

Ce 14.04 (0.883 keV) 1297 5.97   1.57x10~6    3.55x10-9 

Eu 11.00 (1.127 keV) 982 9.48   7.17x10-7    3.90x10-9 

Ge 10.19 (1.217 keV) 993 9.01    1.26x10-6    2.09x10-9 

Table II. The same as in Table I except that in each material couple Be is replaced with C. 

One of the major new factors considered by us here in applications to TR in solid-state 

nanostructures, is the proposed use of very narrow spectral resonances of the dielectric con- 
stant of the atomic inner-shell (in particular, K, L, and M-shells) absorption edges of the consti- 
tuent materials. It is well known that due to photoionization of bound electrons, the absorption 

spectra of atoms in the X-ray domain show almost discontinuous jumps at the so called 
absorption edges. This phenomenon is widely used in the experimental research and spec- 
troscopic and radiation sources technology. However, a related phenomenon of strong reso- 
nances of a real component of dielectric constant, e, at the absorption edges, has never, to the 
best of our knowledge, been used in application to radiation sources. The resonant dispersion 
can result in e significantly exceeding 1 at a resonance (in contrast to its regular plasma-like 
behavior in the X-ray domain, whereby e(co) < 1). This strongly resonant anomalous dispersion 

of e(co) results in drastic changes of [e{(£>)i -e(co)2]
2 with the wavelength at the absorption 

edges of both the materials, and thus facilitates the formation of strong TR lines at these reso- 

nances. An absorption edge itself is instrumental in further narrowing of TR lines, Figs. 9 and 

10. 

To explore prospects for practical applications of resonant TR, we briefly compared its 
spectral brightness with that of the sources already in use.  We have shown that transition 
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radiation sources using multilayer TR radiators optimized at absorption edges and based on 

commercially available small-scale electron accelerators could be among the brightest labora- 

tory (non-synchrotron) X-ray sources, and compete with LPP in applications, e. g. scanning X- 

ray microscopy. 

A promising application of multilayer TR generators could be expected in computed 

tomography (CT). CT using synchrotron radiation demonstrates a number of advantages of 

synchrotron radiation over commonly used X-ray tubes. In particular, by taking two images at 
the two energies bracketing the K-edge of iodine (33.17 keV), one can achieve very high con- 
trast; this is called multiple-energy CT (MECT). Energy spread (linewidth) of the imaging X-ray 

beam should be sufficiently small, preferably -0.1%. An experimental MECT system employs 
the photon flux of ~2x108 ph/s with Eph near the iodine K-edge. Although all the particular 

examples of radiating structures given so far have been optimized to radiate at photon energy 

near 1 keV, the TR photon energy of tens of keV is well within the scope of our consideration. 

Our preliminary calculations indicates that one may expect the photon flux of the same order of 
magnitude from resonant TR source, and, therefore, that TR radiation based on a solid-state 

nanostructure sources for MECT systems can be potentially competitive with synchrotron radi- 

ation while being possibly much more affordable for a large hospital or university. 
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